A Introduction

An underlying stumbling block in the discourse of climate change-related movement is the inherent difficulty in conceptualizing and accurately describing the phenomenon. For example, is it properly conceived of as a refugee issue, a human rights issue, an environmental issue, a security issue, a migration issue or a humanitarian issue? How it is understood is important, because it determines the development of legal and policy responses.

The extent to which international law and institutions respond to climate-related human movement will depend in part on: (a) whether such movement is perceived as voluntary or involuntary; (b) the nature of the trigger (a disaster versus a slow-onset process); (c) whether international borders are crossed; (d) the extent to which there are political incentives to characterize something as linked to climate change or not; and (e) whether movement is driven or aggravated by human factors, such as discrimination.

International law only recognizes a very small class of forced migrants as people whom other countries have an obligation to protect: ‘refugees’, ‘stateless persons’, and those eligible for complementary protection. This means that unless people fall within one of those groups, or can lawfully migrate for reasons such as employment, family and education, they run the risk of interdiction, detention and expulsion if they attempt to cross an international border and have no legal entitlement to stay in that other country.

Although international law carefully defines ‘refugees’ and others in a particular way, this does not mean that people outside such definitions are not worthy of protection, or necessarily denied it. Definitions serve an instrumental purpose. They are bureaucratic labels that delimit rights
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and obligations, and that may seek to bolster some kind of ethical claim to protection or assistance as well. Indeed, the creation of a definition inevitably leads to a testing of its boundaries, and sets up the goalposts for re-evaluating and re-defining what it should be. The key point here is that the law does not answer or resolve the fundamental problems of definitional debates; it simply provides a set of criteria from which certain rights and obligations may flow.

B  Gaps in refugee law and complementary protection

Refugee law

The term ‘refugee’ is a legal term of art and in most cases will not assist most people who move on account of climate change impacts. That said, in some cases it will apply and when it does, people of course should be protected as Convention refugees. An example might be if government policies targeted particular groups reliant on agriculture for survival, or used starvation or famine as a political tool.

There are a number of difficulties in applying refugee law to climate-related displacement. First, the refugee definition only applies to people who have already crossed an international border. Much of the anticipated movement in response to climate change will be internal, and thus will not meet this preliminary requirement. Secondly, it is difficult to characterize ‘climate change’ as ‘persecution’. ‘Persecution’ entails violations of human rights that are sufficiently serious owing to their nature or repetition. It remains very much a question of degree and proportion, and is assessed according to the nature of the right at risk, the nature and severity of the restriction, and the likelihood of the restriction eventuating in the individual case. General claims based on ‘climate change’ do not meet this persecution mould.

Thirdly, even if it were possible to establish that the impacts of climate change constituted ‘persecution’, the Refugee Convention poses an additional hurdle for those displaced by climate change: namely, that persecution is on account of an individual’s race, religion, nationality, political opinion, or membership of a particular social group. The impacts of climate change are largely indiscriminate, rather than tied to particular characteristics. An argument that such people might together constitute a ‘particular social group’ would be difficult to establish, since to do this the group must be connected by a fundamental, immutable characteristic other than the risk of persecution itself.
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The two regional refugee instruments (OAU Convention in Africa and the Cartagena Declaration in Latin America) contain broader refugee definitions than the 1951 Convention, including protecting people displaced by ‘events seriously disturbing the public order’. It has been argued, that sudden-onset disasters could potentially be characterized in this way, although this would be a considerable extension beyond its accepted scope – public disturbances resulting in violence. It has been regional practice in Africa to provide temporary protection to people who cross an international border to flee a natural disaster (e.g. Congolese fleeing eruption of Mount Nyiragongo in 2002 and fleeing to Rwanda). However, African governments have never characterized this as an obligation pursuant to the OAU Convention. By contrast to the 1951 Refugee Convention, which assesses the risk of potential future harm, both regional instruments seem to require evidence of an actual threat: protection is premised on having already been compelled to leave because of it. Accordingly, they have limited utility as tools for providing pre-emptive protection.

Complementary protection

Climate change will impact on a number of human rights (life, health, food, shelter, self-determination, etc). However, at present only a handful of human rights principles are recognized as giving rise to a protection obligation on the part of a receiving country. Human rights law has expanded countries’ protection obligations beyond the ‘refugee’ category, to include people at risk of arbitrary deprivation of life, torture, or cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment. This is known in international law as ‘complementary protection’, because it describes human rights-based protection that is complementary to that provided by the 1951 Refugee Convention.

Since decision makers have traditionally failed to accord the same weight to economic, social and cultural rights as they have to civil and political rights, breaches of socio-economic rights (e.g. lack of resources, food, healthcare, etc) have often been ‘re-characterized’ as a form of cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment, which gives rise to international protection. However, courts have carefully circumscribed the meaning of ‘inhuman or degrading treatment’ so that it cannot be used as a remedy for general poverty, unemployment, or lack of resources or medical care except in the most exceptional circumstances.

Currently, it seems unlikely that a lack of basic services alone would substantiate a complementary protection claim, unless this rendered survival – on return – entirely impossible.
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Something else – a distinguishing feature that makes the lack of such services particularly deleterious on the applicant – would appear to be necessary.

Complementary protection is an inadequate mechanism to respond to pre-emptive movement where conditions are anticipated to become dire. It would not assist people trying to move before a situation becomes intolerable. Thus, it will likely take some decades before the deleterious effects of climate change, interacting with underlying socio-economic vulnerabilities, will be seen as constituting a violation giving rise to protection from removal.

Nevertheless, there are signs that in practice, more expansive practices may be developing domestically. For example, in the United Kingdom, the Discretionary Leave policy recognizes that deprivation of the basic means for survival may preclude return under article 3.

C ‘Survival migration’

Some people have called for a treaty on climate-related displacement, which necessarily presupposes that this new class of persons can be legally defined. I have critiqued this idea for a number of reasons which I do not have time to go into here. However, it is not yet clear whether a universally applicable definition of those displaced by climate change is necessary or desirable. For a start, assistance to vulnerable groups may not be dependent upon this designation, but rather on the general circumstances in which they find themselves (eg poverty, natural disaster zone, area of conflict, etc). What makes calls for separate legal acknowledgment anything other than arbitrary? Is it even appropriate to enter into an inquiry about, and develop policy based on, whose livelihoods are more jeopardized, more at risk, within a group of people who all clearly have survival needs? This has consequences for the law as well. Because the nature of the inquiry shifts depending on what are thought to be the legal issues requiring redress.

Crucially, the focus in any analysis should be the nature of potential harm, not its cause. In a human rights analysis, whether the source of that harm is attributable to climate change or other socio-economic or environmental pressures is immaterial (and misplaces the focus of the inquiry); what matters is the harm likely to be faced by the individual if removed. This is what Kälin describes as the ‘returnability test’, which emphasizes the ‘prognosis’ – whether it is safe to return – rather than the underlying motivations for movement. Such a test would be based on the ‘permissibility, feasibility (factual possibility) and reasonableness of return’.

One of the biggest drawbacks of much of the scholarship generated on ‘climate migration’ has been a tendency to treat climate-related movement as a single phenomenon that can be discussed in a general way. As Walter Kälin has highlighted, a number of very different scenarios are captured within this rubric, and it is only through examining them separately, with attention to their distinctive and common features, that any meaningful policy or normative frameworks can be developed.
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For example, people may move as a result of slow-onset processes taking place over many years (eg ‘sinking islands’), or because a government relocates them out of harm’s way; or because there is a sudden disaster that necessitates movement. What is clear is that each involves different kinds of pressures and impacts, which will affect the time, speed and size of movement, and the nature of solutions. A sudden disaster, such as a cyclone, may precipitate very fast flight, but it may only be temporary, and assistance in the form of humanitarian disaster relief may be a sufficient response. By contrast, climate change impacts that take place over a much longer period, through erosion, salinity and so on, may ultimately necessitate the relocation of a whole population to another country. In such cases, the planned, long-term relocation of those people must be negotiated with particular States or through an international burden-sharing agreement.

While an overarching framework is helpful for identifying the range of climate impacts on human movement, the commonality of climate change as a driver is an insufficient rationale for grouping together a disparate array of displacement scenarios and proceeding to discuss policy responses in generic terms. A one-size-fits-all model simply will not work. Indeed, considerable conceptual confusion has arisen because of a lack of rigour and/or awareness in employing consistent terminology to describe those who move. As Barnett argues, we have in fact lost meaning because so much of the discussion lacks a real geo-social-political context. This is problematic for the development of law and policy, because it risks being inappropriate and inaccurately targeted if it does not reflect understandings about the differences in nature, timeframe, distance, scale and permanence of potential movement.

Localized or regional responses may be better able to respond to the particular needs of the affected population in determining who should move, when, in what fashion, and with what outcome. Staggered migration, circular migration, or the promise of a place to migrate to should it become necessary might be welcome measures that could appeal both to host and affected communities alike. Furthermore, by contrast to many other triggers of displacement, the slow onset of some climate change impacts, such as rising sea levels, provides a rare opportunity to plan for responses, rather than relying on a remedial instrument in the case of spontaneous (and desperate) flight.

D Overarching normative principles to guide deliberations

International protection frameworks, underscored by refugee and human rights law, provide important benchmarks for assessing needs and responses. They provide an existing body of rules
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and principles to guide and inform policymaking, with identifiable rights-bearers and duty-bearers. They highlight issues that might be obscured by a purely environmental or economic analysis, and help to articulate claims about access, adaptation and balance.

In addition to ensuring that particular human rights are safeguarded, it is important that policies are underscored by broader humanitarian norms such as the principle of humanity and dignity. As the International Law Commission has noted in the context of protection from disasters, the principle of humanity is ‘the cornerstone for the protection of persons in international law since it place[s] the affected person at the centre of the relief process and recognize[s] the importance of his or her rights and needs.’\textsuperscript{13} Similarly, human dignity is ‘a principle underlying all human rights’\textsuperscript{14} which should guide legal and policy outcomes. When a person contemplates moving away from the impacts of climate change, the first question s/he will ask is ‘where can I go?’ But the second question will be ‘how will I be treated when I get there?’ It is imperative that human rights principles are brought to bear not only on issues relating to entry and admission, but also on the subsequent treatment and status of migrants in the host State.

E Conclusion and policy options

Legal and policy responses must involve a combination of strategies, rather than an either/or approach. In other words, they are not mutually exclusive. For example, migration options should be explored for pre-emptive movement, but this should not rule out a parallel humanitarian response for rapid-onset disasters or for people facing slow-onset change who are unable or unwilling to migrate. Guiding principles may be a preliminary step towards a binding legal instrument. A range of options should be utilized which are country/region-specific and attuned to their particular needs.
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